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Criminal and civil judgments are reached with the appliance of evidence in 
accordance with certain standard of proof, the difference in which will result in 
different findings of facts. Problems will not occur if the two are dealt with 
independently. However, the findings confirmed by the two verdicts will pose impact 
on the proceedings afterwards. Therefore, if contradictions emerge, conflicts come 
into being. It is impossible to avoid such conflict. The traditional theory of 
pre-determined force upheld by Chinese judiciary system entails an absolute 
consistency in facts. Therefore, such conflicts are difficult to be accepted and 
understood. The paper ascribes the conflicts to the conception discrepancy, and 
advocates a conception transfer from absolute facts consistency to relative facts 
consistency within the bounds of procedure justice. Moreover, it suggests that civil 
court should be informed or take charge if such conflicts arise in civil suit collateral to 
criminal proceedings so as to alleviate the conflicts from the perspective of procedure. 
Apart from introduction and conclusion, the article will be divided into four 
parts. 
The first chapter illustrates the conflicts between criminal and civil judgments. 
Through analyzing two cases, it will discuss the conflicts emerging from civil suit 
collateral to criminal proceedings from the angle of findings of facts. 
The second chapter elaborates the theories resulting in such conflicts, including 
pre-determined force and standard of proof. The legal principle of pre-determined 
force lies in the absolute consistency in findings of facts. Chinese criminal system 
adopts a stringent standard of proof, whereas in civil proceedings having an advantage 
in evidence will sufficient and a high degree of probability is also accepted under 
some particular circumstances. 
The third chapter analyzes the pre-determined force on adjudged facts. The roots 
of the conflicts lie in the difference between standards of proof adopted. The conflicts 
are inevitable and we can accept their existence. Because they are the results of 















the distribution of burden of proof and standard of proof. 
The fourth chapter discusses the conflicts resolution. Due to a shift in the 
litigation conception, the judiciary authority does not depend on the consistency in 
findings of facts but on the procedure justice. The article explains that a change in the 
people’s conception will resolve the conflicts. If only the conflicts obey the procedure 
justice, they should be accepted and recognized and their existence should be tolerated. 
In addition, the paper discusses resolution of the conflicts from the perspective of 
procedure. It suggests transferring partial or all civil suit collateral to criminal 
proceedings to civil court or informs it about the conflicts. 
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引  言 
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第一章  刑民裁判冲突的现实考证 
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效刘金国死亡。2 月 22 日，公安局做出鉴定结论：刘金国遭电击后造成意识障




中院维持原判。 2007 年 5 月 16 日，刘金国之妻卢金、之母陈玉芳、之子刘文
向某市人民法院提起民事诉讼，要求被告杨国忠、李方儒对刘金国的死亡承担民
事赔偿责任——死亡赔偿金、被扶养人生活费、交通费、精神损害抚慰金等项损
失 228635元中的 80%，计 182908元。① 
案例二：一起故意伤害案中王某与被告人李某因口角发生纠纷互殴，李某将
王某推倒在地，被人拉开后，突然有一年轻男子冲上前对王某拳打脚踢。后他人
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